Highlights

New year! New look! Adaptation Notes is looking sharp for 2020. Read on to learn what EcoAdapt is doing and how you can get involved in adaptation innovation!

Thanks for reading,
The EcoAdapt Team

What's New

Adaptation potential in the America’s Red Rock Wilderness

EcoAdapt is partnering with the Southern Utah Wilderness Alliance to evaluate the potential for wilderness lands to advance the fight against climate change. This project focuses on over nine million acres of public land that would become protected under the America’s Red Rock Wilderness Act, which was introduced into Congress in 2017. Laura Hilberg, EcoAdapt Scientist, is conducting a literature review to determine how the proposed wilderness lands could improve the ability of plant and wildlife communities to adapt to climate change, how much oil, gas, and coal would stay in the ground if these lands were protected, and if there is long-term potential for carbon sequestration within the plants and soils of those lands.

For more information, contact EcoAdapt's project lead, Laura Hilberg.

GetInvolved

Share your Marine & Coastal Adaptation Actions

We are currently soliciting input from marine and coastal professionals to identify activities underway to prepare for, respond to, and recover from the impacts of climate change. If you work in marine and coastal adaptation, please complete a survey yourself, then share it with your networks. This project is a part of our State of Adaptation Program, a research initiative designed to facilitate adaptation action by

Events & Opportunities:

EVENTS

February 11: Kresge Climate Change Health and Equity Initiative Grantee Convening, Atlanta, GA

February 15: American Association for the
surveying practitioners, assessing adaptation activities, writing in-depth case studies to catalyze creative thinking, and synthesizing information collected to further develop the field of study and action. Take and share our survey.

CAKE Annual User Survey
The Climate Adaptation Knowledge Exchange (CAKEx.org) User Survey is currently open. We want to know how CAKE has helped your adaptation work, how you use it and ways you'd like to see it improve. As icing on the cake, if you participate you will be entered to win one of three Patagonia gift cards! Give us your feedback and ideas to help us better serve you and the field.

CAKE Call for Submissions is Always Open
The Climate Adaptation Knowledge Exchange always welcomes and encourages you to submit your climate adaptation resources! We accept materials by upload through your CAKE account or email.

April is Global Adaptation Month!
Starting in 2020, Global Adaptation Month will be helping society up its game on climate change. Participants will commit to take climate adaptation action by raising awareness and implementing initiatives to help human communities and the natural environments adapt to a changing world. Anyone can up their GAMe by making a pledge—individuals, organizations, businesses, schools and governments. Make your adaptation commitment now!

What We're Reading on
Assessing the Effectiveness of Climate Resilience Grants to Local Governments in Least Developed Countries

The Power of Place in Disaster Recovery: Heritage-based Practice in the Post-Matthew Landscape of Princeville, NC

How to Help
All you need is love...and adaptation!
If you're feeling the love for adaptation, consider making a contribution to EcoAdapt! Our programs are steadfast and true in the adaptation support and innovation they provide every day. Why not send a little tax-deductible valentine to the Climate Adaptation Knowledge Exchange, National Adaptation Forum along with Awareness to Action workshops, State of Adaptation assessments?
Give here to say "Be Mine".